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102 Huntington Drive 
Anderson, SC 29625 

LolasHouseofBostons@gmail.com 
LolasHouseofBostonsRescue.com 

864-376-9666  
 501(c)(3) Non-Profit Corporation 

 
 

  
  

 

NAME 
STREET ADDRESS 
CITY, STATE, ZIP 

EMAIL 
PHONE 

 

 

NAME 
BOSTON TERRIER 

FEMALE 
COLOR 

MICROCHIP # 
 

Lola’s House of Bostons & Rescue (the “Rescue”), a South Carolina 501(c)(3) non-profit corporation, and 
the above named (the “Guardian”) in consideration of the mutual covenants in this Agreement and other 
good and valuable consideration, intending to be legally bound by this Agreement, agree to the following: 
 

 

We believe that dogs are best served by being raised in homes. By placing our Guardian Dogs in a 
home environment that will eventually be their forever home, we are doing our best to ensure their 
happiness and well-being.  We are a 501c3 Non-profit Boston Terrier Rescue that has developed a 
Guardian Home Program that allows our breeding dogs to be fostered by loving forever homes while 
still maintaining status as a breeding dog for a contracted number of litters. The Guardian seeks to 
provide a Guardian Dog with a loving forever home and also support the Rescue’s breeding needs to 
ultimately help less fortunate dogs. As such, Rescue agrees to provide a Guardian Dog to Guardian and 
Guardian agrees to accept Guardian Dog and perform in accordance with this agreement. Rescue is a 
recognized 501c3 non-profit corporation, so all non-reimbursed expenses incurred for the Guardian 
Dog are tax deductible for the duration of this Agreement. 

 

 Upon execution of the “Acknowledgement of Receipt” of this Agreement, Guardian shall place a $1,000.00 
REFUNDABLE DEPOSIT, in CASH, with the Rescue for the Guardian Dog.  Said Deposit shall be retained by 
the Rescue for the duration of this Agreement and refunded upon completion of all obligations within this 
Agreement.  Should any responsibilities not be adhered to by Guardian, Rescue shall be able to execute said 
remedies outlined in this Agreement, in addition to retaining this Deposit.  

 Legal Ownership of the Guardian Dog shall remain with the Rescue until the time when the Rescue shall, by 
written evidence, transfer ownership of the Guardian Dog to the Guardian, once all terms of this Agreement 
have been fulfilled.  

 Any puppies born to Guardian Dog shall be the sole and separate property of the Rescue and the Guardian shall 
have no ownership or possession rights.  

 Upon execution of the “Acknowledgement of Receipt” of this Agreement and payment of Deposit, Rescue shall 
transfer possession of the Guardian Dog to Guardian.  Guardian shall retain possession of the Guardian Dog and 
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shall provide physical care to and supervision of the Guardian Dog subject to the terms and conditions of this 
Agreement. 

 Guardian Dog’s microchip will remain in the Rescue’s name for the duration of this Agreement. Upon 
completion of the terms of this Agreement, Guardian Dog shall be spayed and ownership of the Guardian Dog 
transferred to Guardian, which shall include transfer of microchip and AKC/CKC registrations at Rescue’s 
expense.  

 
 Guardian Dog will be in good health at the time of delivery and shall be up to date on all vaccinations, fecal test, 

DNA genetic testing and a clean bill of health by a licensed veterinarian. Proof of these shall be provided in the 
Guardian Dog’s Dog Packet.  

 Guardian is advised not to have Guardian Dog around other animals until fully vaccinated; unless said animals 
are owned by the Guardian and up to date on vaccinations and deworming.  Please be careful and cautious about 
animal and unsafe environmental exposure, until fully vaccinated. Parvo is a very real threat to a new dog and 
Guardian Dog should be kept away from public areas, including pet stores, dog parks and rest areas, until after 
their 4th round of shots. Guardian Dog is not to touch grass or the ground in unfamiliar areas until 2 weeks after 
last vaccinations.  

 
 Provide Guardian with a healthy Guardian Dog that has already passed all genetic testing. 

 Provide dietary guidelines and instructions for health care of the Guardian Dog, including worming and 
vaccination requirements.  

 May visit the Guardian residence at least once per quarter in each calendar year at pre-arranged times. Other 
check-ins may be conducted via Facetime, Zoom, etc. and requests for additional visiting times may be made, 
which Guardian will agree to so long as Rescue provides advance notice and has a reasonable basis for requesting 
such additional visits.  This is important to maintain relationship with the Guardian Dog so she is comfortable 
with the Rescue during breeding and whelping periods. 

 Training on recognizing when a female comes in heat (in season) and approximate dates when to expect this. 
Provide information and guidance on what to expect and how to care for a pregnant female. 

 Pay up to $200.00 for spay of Guardian Dog at the completion of this Agreement or when Rescue deems the 
Guardian Dog is done breeding.  Written permission for spay must be provided to Guardian by Rescue before 
spay is to occur and Rescue must approve where procedure will be performed. 

 Pay Guardian a bonus of $200.00 per puppy whelped by Guardian Dog and that lives to the age of eight (8) 
weeks.  Payment will be made within ten (10) business days after puppies are adopted. 

 Pay up to $200.00 per year for Heartworm and Flea/Tick medications. 

 Pay up to $50.00 per vet visit for shots during first year and up to $100.00 each year thereafter for annual visit 
and shots. 

 Pay up to $50.00 for monthly dog food reimbursement. 

 Provide Guardian one (1) guaranteed puppy pick from each of the Guardian Dog’s litters.  This pick will be after 
Rescue has chosen any puppies they will use for their Breeding Program and adoption fee shall be same as 
prevailing adoption fee for the rest of litter.  Should the puppy be for a family member, an application approval 
will be necessary from the Rescue. 
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 Provide transportation to Rescue for Guardian Dog for breeding purposes, whelping, testing, etc. 

 Safely confine the Guardian Dog by using a traditional fence and/or restraining the Guardian Dog by using a 
leash whenever outside of the Guardian’s home or yard, especially during a Guardian Dog’s heat cycle and at 
all times with a male. Guardian Dog may not be left outside in the yard of a Guardian home, or any home, during 
her heat cycle (heats last for approximately 3 weeks, normally twice a year). During this time, Guardian Dog 
must be left inside the home and away from all other dogs, or inside a secure crate or enclosure. 

 Guardian must neuter any of their other male dogs living in their home and not let any visiting unaltered dogs 
near Guardian Dog during her heat cycle. 

 Follow all dietary guidelines as recommended by the Rescue and not feed Guardian Dog any form of food or 
supplements that contain peas or flax seed products, as these are known to affect the reproductive system. 
Guardian must consult Rescue and obtain Rescue’s written approval before any change in diet or supplements 
are implemented. 

 Provide basic training to include good socialization of the Guardian Dog, potty training, leash comfortability, car 
riding, etc. so that the Guardian Dog will be well rounded in temperament and demeanor. 

 Provide adequate exercise for the Guardian Dog on a daily basis as to avoid obesity. 

 Guardian is responsible for any damage or injury inflicted by the Guardian Dog while in Guardian’s possession. 
Guardian waives all rights and all claims for contribution and indemnification from Rescue and, with respect to 
any liability for damage or injury by the Guardian Dog, agrees to pay and assume all such liability and damage 
and to forever fully indemnify Rescue. 

 Maintain a principal place of residence within 100 miles (2 Hours) of Rescue (unless otherwise specifically agreed 
upon by the Rescue in writing) and provide Rescue with Guardian’s current address, telephone number and 
email address.  If Guardian moves, they must get consent in writing from Rescue to move the Guardian Dog.  If 
not, Rescue has right to remove the Guardian Dog from the Guardian’s home.  Guardian is responsible for any 
moving expenses associated with the Guardian Dog. 

 Good communication between Guardian and Rescue will only benefit the Guardian Dog.  Guardian will post 
regular updates in Rescue’s Facebook group or send Rescue updates in some fashion, on a monthly basis. Should 
Guardian not be available to Rescue after multiple attempts of communication, Rescue may impose a $50 penalty 
for each occurrence, to be paid out of bonuses from litters. 

 License Guardian Dog with county in which Guardian is living and keep license current (if applicable). 

 
 Both Rescue and Guardian must designate the veterinarian who will provide veterinary care for the Guardian 

Dog and, solely for the purpose of facilitating such care, add each other’s name as Co-owner on the veterinarian 
records, thus allowing both parties full access to all Guardian Dog’s records. 

Guardian’s Vet Name ____________________________       Phone # ____________ 

Address                         _________________________________________________  

Rescue’s Vet Name   MOUNTAIN VIEW VETERINARY SERVICES 

DR. EMILY HUTCHINSON            Phone # 864-646-7171 

Address        706 S. MECHANIC STREET, PENDLETON, SC 29670 

 Rescue shall pay for all veterinary expenses of the Guardian Dog that are pertaining to breeding, (sonograms, x‐
rays, c-sections, emergency visits for pregnancy related issues, etc.).   Guardian will be responsible for 
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transporting the Guardian Dog to and from said appointments when Guardian Dog is in their possession.  Rescue 
shall also pay for all vet expenses for the puppies in all litters of the Guardian Dog. 

 Guardian shall provide vet care as needed, including any additional rounds of dog shots needed (Distemper, 
Hepatitis, Parvovirus, Corona, NO LEPTOSPIROSIS), annual Rabies and Bordetella, in accordance with 
Rescue’s vaccination schedule. NEVER SHOULD THE LEPTOSPIROSIS VACCINE BE GIVEN TO THE 
GUARDIAN DOG.  Reimbursement for annual exam and shots shall be up to $100.00 per calendar year.  Copies 
of paid bills shall be submitted by Guardian to Rescue for reimbursement.  

 Guardian shall administer monthly flea treatment (April through November ONLY) and monthly heartworm 
preventative (Year Round) for Guardian dog.  (These can be purchased at PetSuppliesNet.com for discounted 
pricing and no vet prescription is required.)  Rescue shall reimburse Guardian up to $200.00 per calendar year 
for these treatments. Copies of paid bills shall be submitted by Guardian to Rescue for reimbursement. 

 In the event of an accident or injury to Guardian Dog while in Guardian care, Guardian assumes responsibility  
for all necessary veterinarian or hospital charges. Guardian must consult with Rescue at the first sign of illness 
or at the time of injury. This includes severe diarrhea, loss of appetite, vomiting, etc. 

 
 Guardian shall promptly communicate with Rescue each time Guardian Dog has begun heat cycle.  Heat is 

defined as swelling of the vulva with spot of bleeding 4-5 days into heat cycle. GUARDIAN SHOULD NOT 
WAIT UNTIL SPOTTING OF BLOOD IS FOUND BECAUSE GUARDIAN DOG MUST BE TO RESCUE BY 
THE 5TH DAY OF HER CYCLE TO ENSURE THE MATING WINDOW IS NOT MISSED.    

 Guardian shall transport Guardian Dog to Rescue no later than day five (5) of Guardian Dog’s heat cycle for 
breeding and Guardian Dog will remain with the Rescue for up to one (1) week for the mating process.  Upon 
completion, Guardian shall pick up Guardian Dog who will remain home for the pregnancy period.  

 Pregnancy lasts approximately sixty three (63) days. Guardian agrees to engage the Guardian Dog in normal 
physical activity during the first half of pregnancy and during the second half, limit activities to walks and light 
exercise. Rescue will instruct Guardian of any special dietary requirements during pregnancy, which will include 
regular food items to increase protein intake during pregnancy.  No new medicines, supplements or other 
chemicals will be given during the pregnancy without written consent from the Rescue. 

 Should any pregnancy be deemed “high risk” for any reason, Guardian Dog will remain in the care of the Rescue 
for the duration of the pregnancy and reasonable visitation by the Guardian will be permitted.  Otherwise, 
Guardian will transport Guardian Dog to Rescue seven (7) days prior to her due date (as directed by the Rescue) 
and she will remain with the Rescue until her puppies are whelped and weaned, which will usually be for five 
(5) to six (6) weeks.  No visitation by the Guardian will be permitted during this period so not to distract the 
Guardian dog. 

 Should any birth result in a C-Section, the Guardian Dog will be spayed at time of C-Section and ownership of 
Guardian Dog will be transferred to Guardian when she is returned after weaning of that litter.  

 Guardian Dog will have no more than THREE (3) litters during this Agreement.  An unsuccessful breeding that 
does not result in pregnancy, does not constitute a litter and breeding will be attempted on her next heat cycle.  
Breeding of the Guardian Dog’s first litter will ideally commence with her second (2nd) heat cycle but could be 
delayed until the third (3rd), should the Rescue determine that Guardian Dog may not be mature enough or have 
conflict with Rescue’s other scheduled litters. It will be Rescue’s sole decision as to whether or not the Guardian 
Dog will be scheduled for her next breeding after seeing how she responds as a mother and how she tolerates 
pregnancy, labor, and the weeks following delivery of her puppies. 

 
 If there is a problem with any pregnancy that endangers the health of the Guardian Dog, no future breeding will 

be required, the Guardian Dog will be spayed as soon as medically appropriate, and ownership transferred to 
the Guardian. 
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 Guardian must notify Rescue of scheduled vacations or other absences which would warrant the Guardian Dog 
needing other care.  Rescue will care for Guardian Dog for time periods that Guardian is on vacation away from 
their home, at no charge.  Guardian will deliver and pick-up Guardian Dog to and from Rescue during this time. 
Should any vacation or absences be expected during a heat cycle scheduled for breeding, Guardian must deliver 
Guardian Dog to Rescue for this period. Guardian will give Rescue reasonable advanced notice of when this 
service is needed. 

 Guardian will be permitted to take Guardian Dog on vacation with them but cannot board, hire a pet sitter or 
leave with a family member or friend for any period of time, without prior written consent from the Rescue. 
Guardian shall provide location of where Guardian Dog with be and all contact information. If Guardian Dog is 
not staying with Rescue during Guardian’s vacation time, then caution should be taken to avoid scheduled 
vacations during expected heat cycles.  Guardian may not leave Guardian Dog with anyone besides the Rescue 
without Rescue’s written permission. 

 
 During the term of this Agreement, Guardian may permanently return the Guardian Dog to Rescue for any 

reason, at which time this Agreement shall terminate. Deposit will be refunded as long as Guardian is in good 
standing and in compliance with this Agreement, otherwise, Deposit will be forfeited.  Guardian Dog must be 
freshly groomed/washed and UTD on all vaccines and preventative at the time of return. Guardian Dog must 
also be vet checked with vet paperwork dated 24-48 hours before drop off, at Guardian’s expense.  No other 
monies will be expected or exchanged. 

 
 Rescue may remove Guardian Dog from the possession of the Guardian for non-compliance of terms of this 

Agreement, at which time this Agreement shall terminate.  Rescue agrees to notify and consult with Guardian 
before permanently removing the Guardian Dog from Guardian’s possession unless, in the judgment of the 
Rescue, the Guardian Dog must be immediately removed from the possession of Guardian in order to protect 
the health, welfare and safety of the Guardian Dog. If the Guardian Dog does not need to be immediately 
removed from the Guardian’s possession, Rescue shall give Guardian a reasonable amount of time to comply 
with Rescue’s requirements, as set forth in this Agreement, before permanently removing the Guardian Dog.  
Guardian agrees that Rescue can remove the Guardian dog, in accordance with terms of this Agreement, without 
the need of a court order.  Should police assistance be necessary at time of removal, Guardian agrees to comply 
with the removal request of Guardian Dog. 

 In the event of a Guardian family separation, divorce, or change in living arrangement, Guardian Dog will be 
displaced from accustomed lifestyle and living arrangement as little as possible.  Guardian Dog may not in any 
circumstance be used as collateral, leverage, or have a monetary value placed on them.  Rescue must approve 
any new living arrangement for the Guardian Dog.  If amicable custody arrangements cannot be agreed upon 
within the Guardian home, with Guardian Dog’s best interest placed as priority, Rescue will use their unbiased 
judgment to determine the best arrangement for the Guardian Dog, which could include removal from the home.  
Rescue’s judgement is of sound mind and body and will be upheld in any court of law. 

 Upon termination, Rescue may recover possession of the Guardian Dog for immediate re-homing with no 
compensation to the Guardian.  Deposit shall be forfeited if removed for non-compliance of Agreement.  Nothing 
in this section precludes Rescue from collecting any liquidated damages due in accordance with any other section 
of this Agreement. 

 
 Should the Guardian Dog die from natural or accidental causes while in the care of either the Guardian or Rescue, 

that are not considered negligence (non‐compliance of using a leash or not keeping the yard fence in good repair 
and gate closed etc.) this Agreement shall terminate upon the happening of such occurrence and neither party 
shall have any further obligation to the other party.  Rescue has the right to request a certification of cause of 
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death by a veterinarian, which will be done at the expense of the Guardian.  Deposit refund shall be at the sole 
discretion of the Rescue, depending on the cause of death. 

 Should Guardian Dog die during whelping (delivery of puppies), Rescue will replace the Guardian Dog with 
another of equal quality, preferably a puppy from the litter that caused the death of the Guardian Dog and 
Deposit will be refunded (less a refundable $300 spay deposit).  This replacement Dog will not have any breeding 
obligations from the Guardian.  An Adoption Agreement would be signed by both Guardian and Rescue and 
terms in said agreement would have to be agreed to by both parties.  Replacement dog will be required to be 
spayed/neutered and proof would need to be supplied to Rescue to secure permanent ownership of the new 
Dog and refund of the $300 spay deposit.  

 
 Should the Director of the Rescue die or become medically incapacitated during the period of this Agreement, 

the Rescue’s interest in Guardian Dog shall pass to the Rescue’s heirs or guardian, as indicated by Rescue.  Should 
said heir or guardian not want to continue the breeding program, Guardian Dog shall be signed over to Guardian 
and Deposit refunded. 

 Should the Guardian die or become medically incapacitated during the period of this Agreement, the Guardian’s 
interest in Guardian Dog shall pass to the Guardian’s heirs or guardian, as indicated by Guardian. New Guardian 
must be approved by Rescue.  Should there not be an heir willing to assume the responsibilities of this agreement, 
the Guardian Dog will be returned to the Rescue within ten (10) days and Deposit refunded. 

 
 During the time of this Agreement, should the following occurrences happen, the Guardian Dog will be 

immediately removed from the Guardian home and the Guardian agrees to pay the Rescue liquidated damages, 
within thirty (30) days, the sum of $7,500.00:  

(a) Guardian, independently and without the expressed written consent of Rescue, has the Guardian Dog 
spayed. 

(b) Any accidental breeding while in Guardian’s care.  Guardian must report within 24 hours and there will be 
no aborting of litter, unless proven to be life threatening to the Guardian Dog and this decision shall only be 
made by the Rescue.  All puppies are the property of the Rescue and will be placed in homes by the Rescue. 
This accidental breeding does not constitute a contracted litter and the Guardian will not be compensated or 
given any bonus for the puppies produced. 

(c) Guardian intentionally causes injury to the Guardian Dog that prevents the Guardian Dog from breeding or 
intentionally or out of negligence causes death of the Guardian Dog. This includes failure to contain or 
supervise the Guardian Dog in a reasonable manner, failure to prevent access to toxic materials, failure to 
provide safe means of containment while the dog is in a moving vehicle, leaving the dog alone in a vehicle, 
failure to seek veterinary care for a sickness, leaving the Guardian Dog in the care of an underage or 
unapproved person, etc. 

(d) Guardian refuses to return Guardian Dog to Rescue for any breeding or whelping sessions. 

(e) Theft of or if dog goes missing due to a lack of supervision.  

(f) Allowing the dog to become excessively overweight. 

(g) Guardian sells/rehomes or attempts to sell/rehome Guardian Dog without written permission of Rescue. 

(h) Guardian absconds with the Guardian Dog, fails to advise Rescue of any change in Guardian’s address, or 
ceases communication with Rescue. 

 This fee is only a fraction of damages that may be incurred by Rescue, as it is expected value of Guardian Dog’s 
puppies to Rescue’s program.  This liquid damage amount is reasonable in light of the harm that will be caused 
by the loss of the Guardian Dog to Rescue’s program, the difficulty in proving the extent of monetary loss, and 
the inconvenience of otherwise obtaining an adequate remedy at law. Any fees or expenses (including legal fees) 
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incurred in obtaining Guardian dog if not voluntarily returned, is the responsibility of the Guardian and shall be 
added to the liquid damages. 

 NON-TRANSFERABLE - This Agreement shall not be transferred to another party, in whole or in part, 
without prior written agreement or for reasons otherwise outlined in this Agreement. 

 INTEGRATION - This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the Rescue and Guardian with 
respect to the subject matter hereof and supersedes all prior agreements and understandings, both written and 
oral. 

 SEVERABILITY - If any provision of this Agreement is determined by a South Carolina court to be 
unenforceable to any extent, the rest of the provisions of this Agreement will remain enforceable to the fullest 
extent permitted by law. 

 BINDING EFFECT – Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, every covenant, term and provision of 
this Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the Rescue and Guardian, and their respective 
heirs, legatees, legal representatives, successors, transferees and assigns. 

 GOVERNING LAW – The laws of the State of South Carolina shall govern the validity of this contract, without 
giving effect to its conflicts of law’s provisions, the construction of its terms, and the interpretation of the rights 
and duties of the Rescue and Guardian hereto. 

 SUBMISSION OF JURISDICTION WAIVERS – The Rescue and Guardian agree that disputes arising out 
of or relating to this Agreement shall be brought exclusively in the Courts of the appropriate jurisdiction.  The 
Rescue and Guardian consent and submit to jurisdiction in such courts and waive all rights to trial by jury. 

 CONFIDENTIALITY OF DISPUTES – Guardian and Rescue agree, that in the event of a dispute between 
them, neither will publish or communicate the existence or content of such dispute in any media or forum, 
including social media, provided that this provision shall not prevent either party from bringing legal action or 
engaging in confidential mediation. In the event that a dispute occurs, Rescue will have the right, at Rescue’s 
election, as owner of the Guardian Dog, to possess the Guardian Dog during the resolution of such dispute.  A 
penalty of $1,000 per occurrence shall be instituted, should said action occur and be payable by guilty party 
within thirty (30) days of occurrence. 

 ENFORCEMENT – In the event either the Rescue or Guardian shall seek enforcement of any covenant, 
warranty or other term or provision of this Agreement or seek to recover damages for the breach thereof, only 
the Rescue, if they are prevailing party, shall be entitled to recover reasonable attorney’s fees and expenses they 
incurred by in connection therewith from the Guardian.  Guardian shall always be responsible to pay their own 
legal expenses. 

 AMENDMENTS – Any amendments to this Agreement may only be made in writing, signed by both Rescue 
and Guardian hereto. 

 NOTIFICATION – Notifications and communication as required by the terms of this Agreement shall be 
deemed made, if made, via e‐mail or text. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Rescue and Guardian have executed this Agreement effective as of the 
undersigned Date. 

 
 
__________________________   _____________________________________________ 
Date       Signature of Guardian  
      GUARDIAN’S NAME 
 
 
__________________________   _____________________________________________ 
Date       Signature of Guardian  
      GUARDIAN’S NAME 
 
 
__________________________   _____________________________________________ 
Date       Signature of Rescue 
      GIGI COLAIACOVO 

LOLA’S HOUSE OF BOSTONS & RESCUE 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
I acknowledge that I have received the Dog into my possession.  
 
 
___________________________  _____________________________________________ 
Date       Signature of Guardian 
      GUARDIAN’S NAME 
 
 
I acknowledge receipt of the $ 1,000.00 Deposit.  
 
 
___________________________  _____________________________________________ 
Date       Signature of Rescue 
      GIGI COLAIACOVO, DIRECTOR 
 
 

“Saving one dog will not save the world,  
But surely for that one dog,  

The world will change forever.” 
 

— Karen Davison, Animal Rights Activist 


